Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSLLongly says:
:::::::taking over the ship in the CO's absence::::

CEO_Reed says:
::in engineering, preparing for landing procedures....just in case::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Sitting in Co-pilot's chair on Shuttle::

Elint says:
@:: Stay away from the Golden object.. start hearing people in it ::

CTOLtThei says:
:::departs shuttlebay heading to the TurboLift in a hurry:::

Host Quchant says:
<CO> ::collapses on bridge::

CTOLtThei  (TurboLift.wav)

CMOCorday says:
::Sitting at Science - for the first time::

CTOLtThei says:
:::arriving on bridge ... goes to station...:::

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Can you contact Fairday and see what the status is on the shuttle?

CMOCorday says:
::::grabs medkit and runs over to the Co::

CMOCorday says:
Longly: No, I’m busy

SOFairday says:
@ ::Almost loses control of the shuttle as Longly vanishes:: Ah hell..

Orion says:
@::sitting in corner of shuttle craft out of sight holding Blaster in hand::

CMOCorday says:
::takes out tricorder and scans CO::

Elint says:
@:: Take the golden object back in his hand:: *Scimitar*: Hello ???

CTOLtThei says:
:::engages comm to Starfleet Command .. sending the information retrieved from the Romulan intelligence:::

CTOLtThei  (Console.wav)

CSLLongly says:
::::busy!!!! huh:::

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* HEY!!!  Where did the Counsellor go?!

Elint says:
@:: Hear someone Scream.. ::

CSLLongly *Fairday* I am back aboard the Scimitar...report please (CommBadge.wav)

Elint says:
@:: Scream at Orion!:: Orion!: Orion! Orion! Help me !!!!!!!!! ahhh !!!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
ALL: he's unconscious but stable, I don't know why yet? - can we get him to SB

Orion says:
@Elint: EEELINTT!!!! What’s ye problem!!??

CTOLtThei says:
:::notices the TOP SECRET info has completed its transfer to Starfleet Command:::

CSLLongly *Fairday* Sorry I need to know if you are ready to land yet? (Hailing.wav)

Host FCO_Jane says:
::arrives on bridge::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Huffs:: *Longly* Well.. You suddenly leaving without telling me almost caused the crashing of this shuttle.

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Welcome

Elint says:
@::point at gold object:: Orion: Dad's Golden object is starting to talk !!!!!!!

OPSLtNick says:
::At OPS Station::

SOFairday says:
@ *Longly* I see the shuttle and am about to land.

CMOCorday says:
ANYONE: will someone please either beam us to SB , or help me take the captain there NOW

Host FCO_Jane says:
::looks around ... little bits of chaos .... oh well ... takes over helm from the dithering idiot::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: MAJOR ATMOPSHERIC DISTURBANCE HITS THE SHUTTLE

CSLLongly says:
*Fairday* sorry I had to come back to the Scimitar.  Good me informed and don't forget to get anything you can from the Admiral's ship

Orion says:
@Elint: Dang it ye stupid boy!!! I told ye ne'er to touch it!!!!!!

Orion says:
@::fires at the golden thing::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Begins a very long string of curses as the shuttle bucks::

Elint says:
@:: Hear the powerful wind outside ::

Host FCO_Jane says:
::does instant course corrections to prevent damage during atmospheric disturbance::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Hold on there looks like we are going to rock a little

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: ATMOSPHERIC DISTRUBANCE INCREASES INTENSITY

Elint says:
@:: Watch the gold object get disintegrated ::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: In case you had not noticed ... we just did

Elint says:
@Orion: Why did you kill them ?

CSLLongly says:
:::::looks at everyone on the bridge or at whose not

Host FCO_Jane says:
::concentrates on keeping Scimitar out of trouble::

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  I sure did.

SOFairday says:
@ ::Steadies the shuttle... wincing as his arm hits the console::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: transporter still off line

Orion says:
@Elint: He made me mad

CSLLongly says:
*ENG Reed report please on ships status

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: LIGHTNING HITS THE SHUTTLE

CTOLtThei says:
:::checking readout on tactical sensors ... begins running a scan of the disturbance:::

CTOLtThei  (SensorScans.wav)

SOFairday says:
@ *Longly* Well... it would be nice to have someone who can fly a shuttle.. I'm only a level four pilot.

CMOCorday says:
*nurse in SB* medical emergency, the CO has collapsed standby for incoming!

Host FCO_Jane says:
::glances at the bridge crew .... no injuries ... good::

Orion says:
@::screams and fires at the ceiling with Blaster::

Elint says:
@Orion: Woouuuuuuyyyyyyynnn I'm gonna tell Grand mommy about it.. you kill someone..

OPSLtNick says:
::Watches Power Transfers::

CMOCorday says:
Reed: are you able to assist me take the CO to SB?

Host FCO_Jane says:
*Eng* Could do with a bit more power to the thrusters if we are going to get this bird safely landed

Elint says:
@Orion: AHH ! :: Start Crying:: Youannn !!!

Orion says:
@Elint: SHUT UP!!!!!!

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* ::Starts swearing up a storm as lightning hits::

CSLLongly says:
OPS: report please

CMOCorday says:
::administers a stimulant to get the captain back on his feet::  CO: it appears you have a case of  Breq'uath - its a Klingon illness that affects Klingon children mainly, it can lie dormant for months, even years before surfacing, I have administered an antitoxin to eliminate the virus, you should have no further problems!

SOFairday says:
@ ::Manages to drop the shuttle below the cloud level and brings shuttle in on final landing approach, still swearing::

Orion says:
@::huddling in corner of downed shuttle::

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Give me a reading on the atmospheric disturbance

Host FCO_Jane says:
::waiting for bridge decision as to whether to stay in orbit and rescue the children or whether to follow Fairday down into the atmosphere ...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE GETS HIT ON THE THRUSTER BY LIGHTNING

CMOCorday says:
CO: shall we return to the bridge?

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Hold position until I hear from Corday

Elint says:
@:: Keep Crying louder and louder :: Youaaaaaaannnnnnnnn !!!!!!

OPSLtNick says:
::At OPS working::

OPSLtNick  (Console.wav)

CMOCorday says:
*Longly* that might be difficult as I’m in SB, but I’m on my way to the bridge now

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly: I detect a lightning strike on the shuttle ... Fairday does not have much time

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Until the Dr. gets on the bridge can you or the Ops give me a reading

CTOLtThei says:
:::still running scans of the planet's atmospheric disturbances:::

Cpt_McD says:
::holds head:: Corday: Sure

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* I can't believe you let me fly this thing ALONE!!  My Port thruster just got hit by lightning... Can you say CRASH!?!?

CTOLtThei  (SensorScans.wav)

CSLLongly says:
*Dr:* yes I will see you in a few minutes

Orion says:
@Elint ::screaming:: SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP!!!!!!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
::exits SB with CO - goes to bridge::

Orion says:
@::fires phaser and hits a bulkhead frying door shut::

CSLLongly *Fairday* hold on we will get to you shortly (Hailing.wav)

CEO_Reed says:
::still working on transporter problem....no luck::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Manages to control the Shuttles descent so it lands relatively safely.. after plowing up a field of dirt::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Thei:: Can you beef up the tractor ... can we get a tractor on Fairday?

CSLLongly says:
OPS: do you still hear those children

CMOCorday says:
::arrives on bridge and runs to science station::

Elint says:
@:: Cry even Louder:: YOuyyyyyyyynnnnnn!!!!!!!!!! :: Run away to the door.. try open it ::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Slams into console as ship comes to a halt and breaks arm again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE ATMOSPHERE IS TOXIC....

CSLLongly says:
Thei: Can you get through the atmosphere

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I believe Fairday has managed to get the shuttle landed ... how I know not!

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  To get  ahold of Fairday

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Good

CTOLtThei says:
FCO: Unknown .... however ... my scans show the lightning/atmosphere has downed the shuttle ....

CSLLongly says:
:::thank God:::

Cpt_McD says:
::enters the Bridge:: Status report...

OPSLtNick says:
CSL: Hear sir?

SOFairday says:
@  :::YELLS AND CURSES UP A STORM OVER THE OPEN COMM-CHANNEL::

CMOCorday says:
Longly: atmospheric conditions are worsening, visibility is 0%, I am also reading sever plasma disruptions that could damage the shuttle!

CSLLongly says:
CPT: Welcome

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I am trying to get a comms signal to him ... that planet has a toxic atmosphere!

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: Attempting to hail the shuttle ....

CTOLtThei  (Hailing.wav)

Host FCO_Jane says:
*Fairday*   Report status

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Ok keep trying

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Is there anything we can do to neutralise the atmosphere

CMOCorday says:
Longly: give me a minute

SOFairday says:
@ *Jane* I just crashed... you figure out the rest.

Elint says:
@:: Push any of the door opener.. don’t seem to work... Scream like Hell:: I WANT TO GET OUT !!!!!!YOUUUUUUUANNNNN!!!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
::works at console::

CSLLongly says:
Ops: notify Fairday as to the planetary conditions and tell him to use the Eva suit on board

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: No response to hails, Lieutenant ....

Cpt_McD says:
Longly: You're relieved Daria... ::stumbles into the Command Chair::

Orion says:
@::contemplates shooting Elint in the head::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: It seems there are two shuttles on the surface ... ours - and also the children's

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Captain, sir ... no response to our hails ...

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Good then Fairday can get to them

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: FAIRDAY's SHUTTLE IS UNFLYABLE

Host FCO_Jane says:
*<comm> Fairday!  Stay put ... the atmosphere outside will kill you ... unless you have an EVA suit?

CEO_Reed says:
::remembers a project on metaphasic shielding::

CSLLongly says:
Ops: Is the atmosphere OK or not?  Is a Class M planet

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Make sure that the air is breathable

CMOCorday says:
Longly / CO: It may be possible to clear a path through the clouds that are causing these disturbances, by releasing a stream of localised positive ions - these in theory should neutralise the disturbances for a time

CSLLongly says:
Dr:  Do so then

OPSLtNick says:
CSL: It is H-Class

Host FCO_Jane says:
*Fairday*  Do not leave the shuttle unless you have an EVA suit!

CMOCorday says:
Longly: (said sarcastically) Aye captain

CSLLongly says:
Ops: Then notify Fairday that he must don  an EVA

SOFairday says:
@ ::Looks at scans:: *Scimitar* Hey... I though you said this planet was M-Class?!

CMOCorday says:
::configures deflector to emit ions::

CSLLongly says:
:::have to talk to the Dr. later:::

CSLLongly says:
:::he has a bad attitude:::

Elint says:
@:: Can’t open the Door ::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I just tried to do that ... but have had no acknowledgement from Fairday ... I hope he is still alive

CSLLongly says:
Tac: Report please

OPSLtNick says:
CO: Sensors now shows it is a H Class Planet

Elint says:
@:: see Orion on the other side with a toy:: Orion: Give me your toy !!!!!

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  So do I he's not the best pilot in the world

CMOCorday says:
CO: The deflector has been configured sir, ready to emit on your command

CEO_Reed says:
::notices that the deflector is being reconfigures:: *Bridge* What's going on up there>

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Emit now

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Do it.

Orion says:
@Elint: I'll shoot you with this toy if ye dinna shut up!

CMOCorday says:
::emits ions, and waits for result::

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* ::Muttering and cursing about sensors and stupid toxic atmospheres::

Cpt_McD says:
*Reed* Long story Mr. Reed.

CMOCorday says:
CO: we may be able to get a transport lock through the path we make in the atmosphere

Elint says:
@:: See a button bleeping behind Orion.. ::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I have a comm from Fairday .... not too clear though

CSLLongly says:
Capt.:  Glad to see you up to taking the bridge again.  Welcome Sir

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE IONS CLEAR THE ATMOSPHERE GOOD ENOUGH FOR A CLEAR(ISH) COMM SIGNAL

Elint says:
@Orion: Why is this Button doing this ???

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: At least he is alive

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Great.  Are you able to get any words

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Try a lock.

SOFairday says:
@ ::Manages to get into an Environmental suit, cringing as he moves his broken arm into it.::

CMOCorday says:
Co: Attempting transporter lock now

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE LOCK FAILS

Orion says:
@Elint: If ye dinna shut ye mouth, ahm gonna shut it for ye!!!

CSLLongly says:
Eng: How are the systems holding up in this storm

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: amplifying the signal ....

Elint @:: Button emitted strange sound. :: (Sensor Alert #2.wav)

CMOCorday says:
::trys to get a lock::  CO: I am unable to get a lock on him sir, the atmosphere is to disruptive

CEO_Reed says:
*Cpt *: With all due respect, I am the CEO.  Next time someone decides to make changes to vital systems, I would like to be notified.

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Good keep on it Lt

Host FCO_Jane says:
<COMM>*Fairday* .... Can you clarify your position ... storms interfering with positive fix

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* Someone owes me big time... I'm leaving the shuttle now.. its only a short walk to the other one.

Elint says:
@:: Get closer to it.... shut up::

CMOCorday says:
CO: if we took the ship into the atmosphere then we can get close enough to beam him up

Orion says:
@::shots Elint in the foot::

Host FCO_Jane says:
<COMM>Fairday:  Keep in touch ... be careful - we value you

SOFairday says:
@ *Scimitar* So much for the Prime Directive... If anyone sees me in this suit.. They'll know I'm not a native.

Elint @ (Hand Phaser 2.wav)

SOFairday says:
@ *Jane* ::Harumphs::

Cpt_McD says:
*Reed* Mr. Reed...For one thing, I am the Captain. I make the final decision, especially when these decisions are needed in close-timing. Secondly, this is NOT a major system change.

CSLLongly says:
Cpt:  Always glad to see you and ready and willing to help you

Elint says:
@Orion: Ouch !!!!!!!!!.. Move back ::

Host FCO_Jane says:
<COMM>*Fairday* The children need help ... we might interfere with the memories ....

Orion says:
@Elint: I told you, sit down an shut up!

SOFairday says:
@ ::Cycles atmosphere and opens the shuttle, and hopes the other shuttle has an airlock::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Shall I have the Eng.. work on the transporters?

Elint says:
@Orion: Oouuuchc.. You hurt me..

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE WIND ETC BUFFETTS FAIRDAY

Elint says:
@:: Start doing a gentle cry...try to keep it down ::

Orion says:
@Elint: Shut up

Cpt_McD says:
Longly: Please.

SOFairday says:
@ ::Door opens and looks out..:: Oooo.. Such a lovely Purple and Brown day...

Host FCO_Jane says:
::crosses fingers metaphorically as she is aware of what Fairday is risking::

CTOLtThei says:
:::continues monitoring atmospheric status from TACTICAL sensors ...:::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: the CSO is walking over to the other shuttle ...

CMOCorday says:
::tries to find a way of getting the crew member back without damaging the ship::

Elint says:
@::: Decide to Stay quiet.. watch the button beep again ::

SOFairday says:
@ ::Trudges over to the other shuttle cursing about shuttles and toxic atmospheres::

CSLLongly says:
*Eng* Please see what you can do with the transporters.  We need to get Fairday and those children on board

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  That is good news.  Then he is OK?

Elint @:: button beeps again:: (Sensor Alert.wav)

Host FCO_Jane says:
Thei:: Can you keep track of Fairday ... I need to concentrate on not letting Scimitar's orbit decay

Cpt_McD says:
Jane: Ms. Jane... ::sighs:: Prepare to take the ship into the atmosphere.

CEO_Reed says:
*CSL* I've been working on the transporters.  They won't be repaired for another 4 days

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: We are in danger of losing our orbital position ...

SOFairday says:
@ ::Gets to the others shuttle, thankfully its a runabout, with an airlock::

CTOLtThei says:
FCO: Aye ... I have him on sensors presently ... although my sensor lock is not 100%

OPSLtNick says:
::Prepare for atmospheric entrance::

CMOCorday says:
CO: As I see it we have to options, either take the into the atmosphere and launch another shuttle beyond the disruptions and pick up Fairday, or take the entire ship down, and let him 'walk' onboard!

CSLLongly says:
reed:  Four days...there is nothing you can do???

SOFairday says:
@ ::Enters the airlock:: Oh.. and me wearing this freaky suit isn't going to freak the kids out?

CSLLongly says:
*REED* sorry should have included **

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Hi Captain! did not see you ..... ready on your word sir ... but there are precious few suitable landing sites

CMOCorday says:
::idea:: CO can't we use a shuttle transporter???

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  How are you coming on the shuttle lock?  any better luck?

CMOCorday says:
Co: they are independent, and if we got the ship close enough....then we could beam Fairday up?

Host FCO_Jane says:
::reconfigures a few things at helm ready to do whatever the CO says::

CEO_Reed says:
*Csl* I've tried everything!  The whole system is shot!  It's going to have to be replaced

SOFairday says:
@ ::Starts the Airlock cycling process, cringing at each sound wondering how the kids are dealing with them::

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Mr. Corday, if we can't even keep a comm signal going, who's to say we could get a transporter lock, even from a shuttle?

CSLLongly says:
*Reed* :::sighs::: I suppose if you can't fix it you can't

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: Negative ... I can estimate position .. within a certain radius .. but I don't have a 100% lock on the shuttle ...

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  Keep trying please

Host FCO_Jane says:
::wishes there was a bit more power::

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: Aye ......

CMOCorday says:
CO: the ions we released have cleared a path, if we take the ship through this path, as close as we can get to Fairday, then use a shuttle transporter to beam him up - if necessary we can use ships power to augment the shuttle!

Elint @:: Hear another beeping sound :: (Sensor Alert.wav)

CEO_Reed says:
::reviews transporter diagnostics, again::

CTOLtThei  (SensorScans.wav)

Elint says:
@:: Turn Towards the Sound::

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Fine, then we're going to have to take the ship down anyway, correct?

Host FCO_Jane says:
*<COMM>*Fairday*  Report!

CSLLongly says:
Ops: Are you still in contact with Fairday?

CMOCorday says:
Co: yes sir :)

SOFairday says:
@ ::Once the airlock cycles removes the Environmental suit quickly and opens airlock into the Runabout:: *Jane* SH!! I'll call you later...

SOFairday says:
@ ::Exits airlock:: Hello?

CTOLtThei says:
CO & CSL: The atmospheric conditions .. I’m afraid... are going to make it impossible to get any clearer readings than this ....

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: It seems Fairday is still alive ....

CEO_Reed says:
::decides to check out TR1 for anything the diagnostic may have missed::

CEO_Reed  (Door Open & Close.wav)

Elint @:: see someone open airlock.. look at Orion:: (Airlock.wav)

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  You have done your best.  Once the Dr. clears the path perhaps we can get the lock then

Host FCO_Jane says:
<COMM>*Fairday* Ok ... just keep in touch when you can

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: Aye, perhaps ....

SOFairday says:
@ ::Creeps to the cockpit of the Runabout:: Hello?  Anyone here?

Elint says:
@:: Stay hidden::

Orion says:
Fairday: Hello, who are you?

CMOCorday says:
::emits the ions again - charting a course for the scimitar - transmits course data to helm::

CEO_Reed says:
::stares blankly at the transporter and sighs::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Shall we go down now?  The particles the Dr. ingested seems to have worked somewhat?

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: I'm Romeo... Here to help you guys.  Where are your parents?

Cpt_McD says:
Jane: Ms. Jane, take us down.

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Do you want me to plot a path for Scimitar to land or no Sir?

CSLLongly says:
:::injected I meant:::

Elint says:
@:: Touch his leg.. try to not Cry ::

Orion says:
@Romeo: Yeah? where’s Juliet?

CMOCorday says:
SHIPWIDE: This is the bridge all hands blue alert! we are taking the ship into the atmosphere - all hands BLUE ALERT

Elint says:
@:: see Romeo talk with Orion ::

CMOCorday  (Blue Alert.wav)

CSLLongly says:
FCO: I just asked the CO the same thing

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: OK ... hold on everyone! ...::plots the path for minimal damage to ship and planet:: entering atmosphere in 1 minute Sir

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: She's at home.. ::grins::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SCIMITAR ENTERS THE ATMOSPHERE

Elint says:
@:: see that Romeo as the same Gold object his dad had ::

Orion says:
@Romeo: With Rosline?

CEO_Reed says:
::hears the Blue Alert warning and heads back to Eng::

OPSLtNick says:
::Puts the shields up <Not the Tac one>::

CTOLtThei says:
*ALL HANDS* =/\= BLUE ALERT =/\=  All Hands prepare for landing!  This is NOT a Drill.  =/\= BLUE ALERT =/\=

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: And who are you?  And who's your friend?

CEO_Reed  (Door Open & Close.wav)

Host FCO_Jane says:
::pilots by the seat of her pants ... experience is worth something after all ...::

SOFairday says:
@ Orion:  Nope.. she's at home with her husband, Bert.

Elint says:
@:: Stay in the dark.. keep quiet ::

CTOLtThei  (Blue Alert.wav)

CSLLongly says:
FCO:  Good job Jane

Orion says:
Romeo: I'm am Orion, and this is an annoying person, he calls him self Elint

Host FCO_Jane says:
::sets the Scimitar down gently in a forested glade close to the shuttle with the children::

CEO_Reed says:
::checking to make sure all systems are working::

CTOLtThei says:
:::raising shields for atmospheric entrance:::

SOFairday says:
@ Orion:  And what about your parents, Orion?

CTOLtThei  (Shields Up.wav)

Host FCO_Jane says:
::thinks ... pity about the trees::

Elint says:
@Orion: Don't call me Annoying.. !!!!!!!!

Orion says:
@Romeo: THey are asleep

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Is the path clear all the way down to the planet?

CMOCorday says:
Longly: yes counsellor

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: We have landed ... EVA suits recommended ,. it is poison out there

Cpt_McD says:
::feels a bump:: Jane: Status?

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: Where are they?  In the back?

CSLLongly says:
Dr: Thank you Doctor

Cpt_McD says:
Jane: Thank you.

Elint says:
@Orion: Liar !!!!!! they are not asleep.. you said to me that they were gone !

Orion says:
@Romeo: Yes

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SCIMITAR TOUCHES DOWN ,,,,,MAKING A LOUD LANDING NOISE

CMOCorday says:
CO: I recommend we attempt using the shuttle transporter before endangering the crew, if Mr Fairday is close by there should be no problem

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: who will you send to the ship?

CEO_Reed says:
::almost falls out of chair::

Elint says:
@:: gets out of Dark corner.. We can see his burn Foot ::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Excuse me sir the downed shuttle I meant

Host FCO_Jane says:
::and knocking down a copse of oak-like trees ... pity::

Orion says:
@Elint: SHUT UP!!!!!!!!!!!! ::shotts Elint with phaser set on stun::

Elint says:
@All: OOUCH !!!!! :: fall unconscious ::

Elint  (Hand Phaser 2.wav)

CSLLongly says:
::::Jane is bad on the ecosystem, ::smiles:::

CMOCorday says:
::Seals off exhaust and locks out warp plasma conduits::

Cpt_McD says:
Jane, Corday, take a shuttle. Try the remote beam out. If you don't succeed, you can go and use whatever is necessary to get them back.

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: Hey... Can I see that?

Cpt_McD says:
We need these people back, the equipment off the planet, and us out of the way by the end of today!

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: It is walking distance ... we do not need a shuttle!

Orion says:
@Romeo: Not unless you want your head shot off

CMOCorday says:
CO: Aye sir, however I meant attempt to beam him back directly from the ship - with the shuttle in the bay still!

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Ah, ok. Well then...

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: And I understand from engineering that beam outs are not on for a couple of days

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: Oh.. Its just I've never seen one of those.

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Can't you do a remote control of a shuttle's systems from here Dr.?

CMOCorday says:
:: uplinks with shuttle 14, and attempts to lock onto Fairday and the children::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: He said 4 days.  Can you believe that?

Orion says:
@Romeo: Liar

CMOCorday says:
Co: that’s what I’m doing

CEO_Reed says:
::studying atmospheric data:: *Cpt *: If we can get a shuttle transporter working, I think I can cut through some of the interference.

Host FCO_Jane says:
*CMO* I understand the transporters are out ...

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: No.. I'm serious.. that's a Type 12, I've only seen up to type 9.  Your Dad must be pretty special.

CMOCorday says:
*ENG* please divert reserved power to shuttle 14's transporter systems!

CMOCorday says:
FCO: yes but we are using a shuttle - its independent

CEO_Reed says:
::diverting power:: *CMO* Aye, sir

Elint says:
@:: begin to wake up.. Orion has shoot too many times. it was almost out of power ::

Orion says:
@Romeo: It's a type 1 stop your lies, all of them, I’m not some stupid little kid

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:  I suggest an AT .... it is only 2 miles .... can I order up a Security detail ... I am sure Lt Thei could cope with that?

Elint says:
@:: Is mad at Orion for shooting at him ::

CSLLongly says:
CO: That was my suggestion also sir

Host FCO_Jane says:
::waits somewhat impatiently for command decisions::

CMOCorday says:
CO: I think I have a lock sir

Cpt_McD says:
Jane/Longly: Do it.

SOFairday says:
@ Orion: Really.. Okay.. Well, I'm just a Science Officer... Weapons are my strong suit.  I'm going to check your parents now.. ::Walks to the back of the Runabout and takes out Tricorder::

Elint says:
@:: See him talking with Mister Romeo.. doesn't seem to have seen that he wake up::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: POWER TRANSFER WORKS

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Looks like it's you and me

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE TRANSPORT SYSTEM LOCK WORKS

CMOCorday says:
CO: Sir - I HAVE A LOCK ON FARIDAY AND THE CHILDREN!!!

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I suggest that Lt Thei would be better ....

Cpt_McD says:
Longly/Jane: Wait for a moment. Doc, try the beam out

Elint says:
@:: Jump on Orion and on his toy !!!!::

CMOCorday says:
ALL: energising!

SOFairday says:
@ ::Both parents are in a coma, got a bit of this planet's crappy atmosphere in their lungs, they'll be fine once the Doc looks at them::

Elint says:
@Orion: YAAHH !! You won't hurt me anymore !

CSLLongly says:
FCO: You may be correct to suggest security...I put it to you that we should ask the Cpt then if he would like to change the AT

SOFairday says:
@ ::Feels the tingle of a Transporter:: Thanks for telling me....

CMOCorday says:
CO: I’m beaming them directly to SB

CSLLongly says:
CO: Jane has a point security may be needed on the planet

CMOCorday says:
CO: permission to leave the bridge and report to SB sir?

Elint  (Transporter.wav)

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE TRANSPORT WORKS

Elint says:
@:: Ahhhh ::

CSLLongly says:
::::good the transporter works:::

Cpt_McD says:
Corday: Go.

CMOCorday says:
::smiles - leaves the bridge and heads for SB, vis a TL::

Host FCO_Jane says:
Longly:: I understood him to say an AT was right .... who is on it is down to our non-existent XO .... on the other hand ... while we dispute points ... the CMO seems to have pulled off a cracker!

Elint says:
:: arrived in a strange please still fighting with Orion .. take his toy ::

Cpt_McD says:
Okay people...ideas on how to get the equipment off of the surface?

Orion says:
@::gets really mad::

CSLLongly says:
FCO: This is true

Host FCO_Jane says:
::smiles::

SOFairday says:
::Sees the kids fighting over the phaser:: Great... ::Jumps on Orion trying for the phaser, hoping its still just on stun::

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Do you wish Thei to be on the AT?

Elint says:
:: look around, start screaming::

CMOCorday says:
::arrives in SB, Fairday sits on a bio-bed, and one child is on the main bed, and the other is sitting up on another bio-bed next to Fairday

Elint says:
:: Ron around ::

CMOCorday says:
::

Orion says:
@::sets the Blaster on kill and points it at his head::

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: Since the children are now in sickbay .,... I suggest an AT is no longer necessary

CSLLongly says:
FCO: We need to go if we don't get a clarification I suppose

CMOCorday says:
nurse: report

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE BLASTER IS OUT OF POWER

Host FCO_Jane says:
*CMO* Do you have the children in SB?

Elint says:
:: Bite Orion::

CMOCorday says:
*Jane* yes and Mr Fairday

CMOCorday says:
<nurse> CMO:  both children are suffering mild atmospheric poisoning, but we are administering them with some antitoxin and repisorty aids

CSLLongly says:
FCO: Well that solves our dilemma doesn’t it?

CSLLongly says:
FCO: glad to hear they are on board

Host FCO_Jane says:
*CMO* Congratulations ...::starts plotting a course to get Scimitar off the planet::

CMOCorday says:
Fairday: and you Mr Fairday how are you doing ::scans Fairday with tricorder::

CSLLongly says:
*Dr* what is the condition of Mr. Fairday?

Cpt_McD says:
People, I need a way to get the shuttles off of the surface...

Host FCO_Jane says:
CO:: I can get us up .... but it will be bumpy!

Elint says:
:: Run away to the strange place Door.. still screaming::

CMOCorday says:
*FCO* thank you, and to all of us!!

Elint says:
All: You an !!!!

CMOCorday says:
FCO: he’s fine

Elint says:
:: Try to open the door ::

SOFairday says:
::Looks Confused, but doesn't say anything:: Corday... fine besides a broken arm.  I think I got a little bit of atmosphere poisoning.. I ain't remembering things right.

CSLLongly says:
Thei: is it possible to tractor the shuttles when we reach a low atmospheric point upon takeoff?

OPSLtNick says:
CO: Tractor beam sir? With a sling shoot ::grins::

Elint says:
:: Run away from Sickbay ::

Elint says:
All: Wouyng !!!!!!

CMOCorday says:
ALL: damn

Elint says:
:: Start Running around ::

CMOCorday says:
*CO* captain one of those children just ran out of SB, can mr thie handle it please

CTOLtThei says:
CSL: We can give it a shot .. I'm not sure if the atmospheric disturbance will make the tractor ineffective, however...

Orion says:
::knocks over a tray table and runs out of sickbay::

CSLLongly says:
Thei: any ideas about attaching to the shuttles.

Elint says:
:: Try to found a place to hide ::

CMOCorday says:
::treats Faridays broken arm::

CMOCorday says:
<nurse> sedate the other child until further notice!

Cpt_McD says:
Thei: Mr. Thei, you should be able to remotely fly the one shuttle in.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE CHILDREN ARE STOPPED BY LARGE SECURITY GUARDS

CSLLongly says:
Thei: If we do it before we reach the upper atmosphere perhaps it will work

CEO_Reed says:
*Cpt*  I believe I can get through the interference with a tractor beam...but I'll need to transfer a lot of power

CMOCorday says:
<nurse> CMO: yes Dr.

Orion says:
::kicks the guard in the shins::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Aye, Captain .... if we can maintain a lock on the shuttle's controls ....

Cpt_McD says:
*Reed* That's okay Mr. Reed.

CSLLongly says:
Cpt: Shall I have ops transfer power sir?

SOFairday says:
::Flops onto a bio-bed and sighs::

Elint says:
:: keep under control by Guard:: Security_Guard:: OUuuuiiinnn !

Orion says:
::then he bites the guard in the arm::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: We could also attempt using the tractor beam routed through the deflector dish for more power ....

Cpt_McD says:
Thei: Try it. We need to get the shuttles out of here now.

Orion says:
::struggling and flailing around::

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Aye, Captain ... rerouting tractor beams to the main deflector ....

CTOLtThei says:
CO: Engaging tractor beams ....

CTOLtThei  (Tractor Beam.wav)

Elint says:
:: Security Guard Stun Orion and BRING BOTH child to sickbay ::

CMOCorday says:
:::The children sit in SB, under supervision from some sec. guards, they cause no more problems, and have a good meal::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE TRACTOR BEAMS LIFT THE REMAINING PIECE OF THE SHUTTLE AWAY

Orion says:
::falls unconscious::

CSLLongly says:
Thei:  Good job!  Here  it comes

Elint says:
:: Eat good meal ::

FCO_Jane says:
::concentrating like mad::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: THE SCIMITAR LIFTS OFF THE SURFACE AND MAKES IT OUT OF THE ATMOSPHERE OK

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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